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Embedded networked sensing is revealing previously unobservable phenomena

**Embedded** in the physical environment

**Networked** to share information/adapt function

**Sensing** physical world phenomena

- Handheld Sensing: human participation, reality checking, etc.
- Remote Sensing: Overlaying the “big picture” on local events
- Robotic Mobility
- Static Sensing: Stationary sentinels, continuous in time
Mobile Sensing

**Personal Sensing**
- Learning about yourself and things that affect you.
- PEIR, AndWellness, Dietsense

**Participatory Sensing**
- Participating in sensing campaigns to improve your community
- GarbageWatch, CycleSense, Walkability
enable families to explore their own dynamics with mapping and coaching tools

Applications: AndWellness, Aging in place
Aging in place

• A mobile personal sensing application for elder care.
• Detect significant changes in daily activities of elders and alert care takers/physicians.
• Use onboard mobile phone sensors:
  • audio: conversation analysis, tv watching
  • GPS, BT, WiFi Stumbling: mobility analysis
  • accelerometer: physical activity
AndWellness

Purpose:
Improving personal health and wellness with mobile personal sensing on the Android platform

Tools:
A system of mobile services and server side software that supports flexible geospatial, social and activity triggered reminders, interventions and ecological momentary assessments.

Pilot:
For the pilot prototype we are focusing on obesity prevention and weight management.
Approach

- Users go about their normal routines.
- Mobile app will profile the user’s behavioral patterns by sampling on-board sensors--radios (e.g. WiFi, GSM, Bluetooth) GPS, and accelerometer.
- Services running in background on phone and server analyzes this data to identify triggers.
- The triggers are used by alerting services on the phone to:
  - prompt user to collect data like a picture, video or audio clip.
  - send reminders (like buy fruit if near a grocery store) to user, or coach, or family
  - launch momentary assessments
Alerts

Alerts can be based on combination of:

• Time,
• Users location,
• Semantically relevant place (e.g. a restaurant, work, or home)
• More complex context -- authored by the user -- that includes current activity (e.g. whether they are walking, running, or have been sitting for too long)
• Alerts can be used to send reminders to participants support network i.e. family members, family coach etc.
Research Challenges

1. **Privacy preserving data collection** -- give the user the option to modify, obscure, hide, or delete sensitive data before it is uploaded.
2. **Adaptive event-detection** -- incorporate feedback from the user to adapt the algorithm to individuals and their environments.
   i. incorporate user feedback into run-time algorithms to improve the accuracy of event classifier.
   ii. figure out what functions can be automated in order to limit the burden on the user.
3. Traditionally, behavior monitoring relies on retrospective self-reports so need to build a system that will **support side-by-side pilot studies**:
   i. Compare traditional pilot results with mobile phone based pilots for resolution, scale, scope, precision, speed.
   ii. Support incremental changes in mobile application to achieve the same or better results than traditional techniques
4. Power management.
5. UX/UI
System Description

Event Detection Service:
- to classify user activities based on triggers.
- characteristics vary greatly across individuals
- need to use an automated model that can adapt to each individual by incorporating their runtime feedback
- may need to use a calibration phase to train classifier for each individual

Privacy Preserving data-collection Service:
- Users can either restrict sharing of their data, or take other protection measures (add noise, substitute equivalent data).
- We are exploring two methods to modify/obfuscate data:
  - Add noise to the data (see Agarwal, Privacy Preserving Data Mining, SIGMOD 2000)
  - Replace sensitive original routes or locations with realistic synthesized routes and locations.
AndWellness pilot app

• Set up location and time alerts for eating events
• Service automatically prompts user based on alerts when in location or at times.
• Take pictures of meals
• Perform momentary assessment survey of eating event
• Upload geotagged images and surveys to server
AndWellness pilot app refinements

3:30 pm Start eating, start entry

3:48 pm Still eating

4:00 pm Alarm goes off, but still eating

4:30 pm Done eating, finish survey

I'm eating this

Take photo.

Time started eating.

"Snooze."

Go.

Finish survey now

I'm not done yet. Give me another

30 minutes.

Keep eating

I ate for

1:30 hours.

I ate

- On plan.
- Off plan.

I feel

- Too full.
- Just right.
- Still hungry.

My food quality was

- Poor.
- OK.
- Good.

Done!
**5:30 pm** Reminder of missed entry

Broken into two stages to avoid a long scrolling section.

---

**You haven't entered any surveys in 3 hours.**

If you've eaten in that time, you should fill one out now.

- Click to select from previously taken photos
- Click to reposition on map, default to current location

---

**I ate this**

Click to select from previously taken photos

**I ate at**

3:30 pm

---

**I ate here**

---

**I ate for**

1:30 hours.

- On plan.
- Off plan.

**I feel**

- Too full.
- Just right.
- Still hungry.

**My food quality was**

- Poor.
- OK.
- Good.

---

**Done!**

**Go back**

---

**Duration of eating**

**On/off plan**

**Fullness**

**Quality**
Reputation, Recruitment and Mobility in Community Sensing

Sasank Reddy
Motivation

Enable ‘coordinated’ sensing campaigns - systematically authored data collection initiatives involving interested members of a community.

Some examples of campaigns include:

- **GarbageWatch** where individuals collect images of trash on campus to help determine the best locations of new recycle bins and for performing waste audits

- **Biketastic** in which participants document “their cycling routes” through automatic and manual data entry in regards to safety, quality, and enjoyment
Campaign Stages

Campaign involve several systematic steps:

- **definition** of the requirements for the data gathering campaign
- **recruitment** of participants for the campaign
- **execution** by having participants gather data
- **refinement** of requirements and participants based on data gathered
- **publishing** of data for external use

We focus on **recruitment** and **refinement** of involved participants.
Why does this “recruitment” step even need to happen?

- maximize the utility of participants in performing the campaign
- incentivize individuals for their participation in the data collection
- resource constraints could exist (hardware, training time, etc..)

So the objective is to find a set of individuals that give the “right fit” for the campaign.
Recruitment

Participants evaluated based on their:

- **capabilities**
  sensor modalities available, the resolution of data willing to be shared

- **availability**
  coverage based on transportation annotated mobility profiles

- **participation and performance**
  experience and performance in previous campaigns

Recruitment is adaptive based on evolving campaign needs and performance of participants.
Availability

Three stage approach to context (transportation mode) annotated mobility profile based recruitment for campaigns - analogous to a job interview process.

1.) Qualifications

Campaign organizer creates a spatial area of interest where potential recruits must have certain number significant locations or routes (with transportation modes associated) within a certain time block.

2.) Interview

Based on volunteers that matched minimum qualifications, we find the subset of participants that maximize coverage over a certain area but adhere to a budget requirement.

3.) Project Review

As the campaign executes, we check whether participants context annotated mobility profile (CAMP) are consistent with what the interview (set cover) was based on. If they are not, we must perform set cover again - possibly including additional volunteers.

This can be implemented by performing a Principle Component Analysis on the profile based on the space/time coverage needed and then comparing the eigenvectors over different periods of a campaign.
Availability Monitoring

Profile Similar Over Weeks
Participant Works at CENs :-(

Base Profile
Natural Variations
(Participant at Different Restaurants/Stores)
Re-learning Needed
( Participant Moved)
Evaluating Individual Participation and Performance

Two indices to measure participation and expertise:

- **cross-campaign**
  measure of previous experience and commitment

- **campaign-specific**
  measure of performance during lifetime of a campaign
Campaign-specific Participation: The Project Review

Evaluate participation and performance during a campaign to:
- adapt participant list, coordinate reliable contributors, adjust feedback and incentives

Watchdog observes quality/utility of participant’s contributions and
- compares against known ground truth at select locations, models, or other participants

Reputation metric for each participant as a Beta distribution
- stochastic / epistemic uncertainty
- allows for aging, priority

\[
f(p|\alpha, \beta) = \frac{\Gamma(\alpha + \beta)}{\Gamma(\alpha)\Gamma(\beta)} p^{\alpha-1}(1-p)^{\beta-1}
\]
\[
E(\alpha, \beta) = \frac{\alpha}{\alpha + \beta} \quad \alpha = \text{successful entries} + 1
\]
\[
\beta = \text{unsuccessful entries} + 1
\]
Participatory Sensing “In the Wild”

- To evaluate our research ideas and to get a sense of what works and what doesn’t, we initiated the GarbageWatch campaign on campus

- Involved 37 students that participated for 1 week collecting the tops of garbage bins

- Users carried a Nokia n95, Nokia n95+iPhone, or Android G1 phone

- Location (and Transportation Mode) was logged every 15 seconds (via GPS).

- Geo-tagged photos were manually uploaded (with optional tags indicating whether there was waste or recyclables in the photo.)
GarbageWatch System Architecture

Extracts data from Flickr and SensorBase and consolidates to local database. Performs reputation computation for participants and obtains coverage estimates. Creates “coverage map” used for feedback.
GarbageWatch Participation Results

Day of the Week Variations

Before and After 1 p.m.

Participation by Time of Day / Day of Week
Coverage is not uniform. But we can develop adaptive algorithms that enables us to fill in the “gaps” both spatially and temporally based on current participant behaviors.

Different “problem” then existing adaptive schemes used in robotic based systems since participants are not controlled.
GarbageWatch Reputation Prediction

Could we figure out which participants would be good contributors apriori? Where in this case, “good” is defined as a person that will contribute if given a chance.

Compared a calibration task to what occurred in the actual campaign. Calibration task asked participants to go on three defined routes and take as many garbage bin photos as they can.

Compared this to whether the participants took photos when they had a chance conditioned by 1000 by 1000 meter cell ranges on a daily basis.

Tested 13 participants and achieved an average difference of 11.9% in mean reputation score using the Beta distribution.

The maximum percentage off was: 20% and the lowest was 1%.

Conclusion is that calibration tasks could be used to help get an “initial” sense of reputation.
GarbageWatch Coverage

We can use a decision tree to understand where there might be hotspots on campus, places where lots of recyclables are getting thrown away.

We choose a first cut based on location below. Since, we used spatial coordinates, a map can be used as an overlay based on the “splits” in the decision tree. Each split divides a box in latitude and longitude.

The rate of which we throw away recyclables is modeled as a constant over each cell defined by the tree.
GarbageWatch Coverage
GarbageWatch Coverage

Coverage is dependent on the individual, next step is to see if it is consistent over weeks. And whether we can use descriptions of coverage as a first cut for recruitment.

Currently looking at combining mobility models based on GPS data, web-submitted time/location surveys, and external sources of location data (class schedules).
More about Recruitment in Participatory Sensing

You can read a few papers to get more information on this:


Moving on to Android Application

**Features:**

- Take photos and tag them.
- Provide statistics about your contributions.
- View a map of recently submitted photos.
- Get feedback through notifications in areas where participation is needed.
- Services for automatically uploading your location, transportation mode, and photos.
Moving on to Android Application
Moving on to Android Application

- **Recent Submissions**
- **Participant Contributions**
- **Location / Time Triggers**
Moving on to Android Application
Android Application Architecture

Views (Photo Capture, Feedback)

Models (Photo, Location, Feedback, Mode)

Services (Upload, Sensing)
Android Application Architecture

- Views (Photo Capture, Feedback)
- Models (Photo, Location, Feedback, Mode)
- Services (Upload, Sensing)
package edu.ucla.cens.garbagewatch;

import android.content.Context;
import android.content.Intent;
import android.content.BroadcastReceiver;

public class StartupReceiver extends BroadcastReceiver {

    public void onReceive(Context context, Intent intent) {
        Intent myStarterIntent = new Intent(context, splash.class);
        myStarterIntent.setFlags(Intent.FLAG_ACTIVITY_NEW_TASK);
        context.startActivity(myStarterIntent);
    }
}
Use preferences to start services up based on button toggles in the services screen.
private static class DatabaseHelper extends SQLiteOpenHelper {
    DatabaseHelper(Context ctx) {
        super(ctx, DATABASE_NAME, null, DATABASE_VERSION);
    }

    @Override
    public void onCreate(SQLiteDatabase db) {
        db.execSQL(DATABASE_CREATE);
    }

    @Override
    public void onUpgrade(SQLiteDatabase db, int oldVersion, int newVersion) {
        db.execSQL("DROP TABLE EXISTS " + DATABASE_TABLE);
        onCreate(db);
    }
}

public boolean updatePhoto(long rowId, String lonValue, String latValue, String timeValue, String filenameValue, String tagsValue) {
    ContentValues vals = new ContentValues();
    vals.put(KEY_PHOTO_LONGITUDE, lonValue);
    vals.put(KEY_PHOTO_LATITUDE, latValue);
    vals.put(KEY_PHOTO_TIME, timeValue);
    vals.put(KEY_PHOTO_FILENAME, filenameValue);
    vals.put(KEY_PHOTO_TAGS, tagsValue);

    return db.update(DATABASE_TABLE, vals, KEY_PHOTO_ROWID + "="+rowId, null) > 0;
}
System.arraycopy(accData, 0, classData, 0, classData.length);
if (sample >= 9) // only if 10 or more samples
{
    thread = new Thread(new Classify(sample, classData));
    thread.start();
    numThreads++;
}

private class Classify implements Runnable
{
    // double dataSize = 0.;
    double [] accData;
    public Classify(double size, double[] data)
    {
        // dataSize = size;
        accData = data;
    }
    public synchronized void run()
    {
        double dataSize = accData.length;
        String activity = "unknown";
        double sum = 0.0;
Android Application Flow

Thread Management // Java Style

```java
public class PostThread extends Thread{

    public Boolean runThread = true;

    private class PicFiles implements FilenameFilter{
        public boolean accept(File file, String name) {
            return (name.endsWith(".jpg"));
        }
    }

    public void run(){
        try {
            while(runThread)
            {
                this.sleep(5000);
                Log.d(TAG, "Running the thread");
            }
        }
    }
}
```
Android Issues

- Photo Capture

  Unless you put the view as wide screen, then you won’t get a proper picture.

- Accelerometer Engagement

  Accelerometer stops sampling if screen is turned off...

  ```java
  wl = pm.newWakeLock(PowerManager.SCREEN_DIM_WAKE_LOCK, TAG);
  wifiLock = wm.createWifiLock("GarageWifiLock");
  //start sensor listener
  wl.acquire();
  wifiLock.acquire();
  
  wl.release();
  wifiLock.release();
  ```
Android Issues

- Database Management

Need to be careful when you have multiple threads acting on same database object.

```java
synchronized(dbLock)
{
    while (databaseOpen)
    {
        try
        {
            dbLock.wait();
        }
        catch (InterruptedException e){}
    }
    databaseOpen = true;
    dbHelper = new DatabaseHelper(mCtx);
    db = dbHelper.getWritableDatabase();
    return this;
}
```
Thanks for your time. Questions?